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Background:  
Idaho Code 36-408(5)(a) dictates that one special bighorn sheep tag shall be auctioned off by an incorporated nonprofit wildlife conservation organization selected by the Commission each year. The Commission is also authorized to issue one special bighorn sheep tag to be issued by lottery by the Department or a nonprofit wildlife conservation organization selected by the Commission [Idaho Code 36-408(5)(b)]. At Commission direction, the Bureau of Wildlife staff developed guidelines for selection of organizations competing for opportunity to offer wildlife auction and lottery tags. When there are multiple bidders, Wildlife Bureau staff review and score all applications for the auction and lottery tags to assist in selecting which conservation groups receive these special wildlife tags to market through lottery or auction. Only two organizations have applied to offer the bighorn sheep auction tag and bighorn sheep lottery tags in recent years. Wild Sheep Foundation has been selected to receive the auction tag, and the opportunity to market the lottery tag has been granted to Idaho Wild Sheep Foundation.

**Auction tag** -- The auction tag sells for the highest price during odd-numbered years when the tag may be used in Game Management Unit (GMU) 11 in Hells Canyon (now Hunt Area 11, including GMUs 11, 13, and 18). The auction tag sold for high values of $180,000 in 2005 and $150,000 in 2013. In 2017 the tag sold for $130,000. The winning bid for the tag was $90,000 in 2016 and $105,000 in 2018 when the tag could not be used in Unit 11. Since 1988, the auction tag has generated $2,148,975 for bighorn sheep research and management.

Proceeds received from the auction tag are currently used to identify causes for, and solutions to, disease in bighorn sheep. The funds may be used to match other funding sources resulting in a substantial multiplier effect. Auction tag sales proceeds have:

- Funded translocations and monitoring of bighorn sheep moved from British Columbia and Alberta to GMU 13 and from Montana to GMUs 18, 37, and 50.
- Funded field investigations that led to discovery of a bacterium that predisposes bighorn sheep to pneumonia. This allows tracking of transmission from domestic sheep to bighorn sheep and among bighorn sheep populations and provides a target for developing treatments or management strategies for diseased populations. This information can also be used to match population health profiles for translocations.
- Provided funding to collect the data now used nationally by federal land management agencies as the basis of a model to quantitatively assess risk of contact between bighorn sheep and domestic sheep to make informed decisions about managing grazing allotments.
- Funded development and implementation of population monitoring protocols. This includes ground composition surveys using radio-collared animals and model development to correct for visibility bias in helicopter surveys. This allows managers to better estimate sheep numbers and population trend for season-setting and other management actions.
- Funded purchase of radio collars deployed in the East Fork Salmon River and Owyhee River Population Management Units (PMUs). These areas were lacking data for bighorn sheep spatial and temporal use of the area, and we lacked
current health/disease data for these populations. These PMUs will be included in a larger scale project looking at limiting factors for bighorn sheep populations in Idaho.

- Provided funding for the statewide bighorn sheep connectivity project to investigate the relationships between genetic diversity, genetic connectivity, and disease spread for bighorn sheep using samples collected from 18 populations over the last 15 years across Idaho.
- Provided funding for the *M. ovi*-free farm flock project. This project involves working with small domestic sheep and goat producers to clear *Mycoplasma ovipneumoniae* from their domestic sheep and goats. *Mycoplasma ovipneumoniae* plays an important role in pneumonia related die-offs of bighorn sheep.

**Lottery tag** -- The lottery tag has generated as much as $86,246 in 2006 and $81,635 in 2004 when the tag was valid in Unit 11 (now Hunt Area 11, including GMUs 11, 13, and 18), and has generated approximately $40,000 - $60,000 during odd-numbered years when the tag is not valid in Unit 11. Lottery proceeds were $57,913 in 2016 and $65,825 in 2017. The lottery drawing is held on the last Wednesday in July each year and is scheduled for July 25, 2018. Since 1992 the sale of tickets for the lottery tag drawing has generated $1,231,789.

Lottery-generated funds are used to support the Department’s Wildlife Health and Forensic Laboratory (WHFL) program, including:

- Disease testing and health assessments for all live bighorn sheep (BHS) Department staff handles and cause of death determination for all BHS found dead.

- Collection and archiving of statewide BHS disease and health data, including data analysis, interpretation, and support for research and management activities.

- Providing veterinary and health support for capture operations throughout the state, including creation of capture kits for disease sampling and health assessments.

- Providing relevant health-related communications related to BHS and interpretations explaining the impacts of disease on populations for management and the public.

- Supporting collaborative efforts between the Department, research universities, and other entities like the USGS Wildlife Health Center to work on BHS-specific disease issues. At present, we (WHFL and Research) are part of a working group that is assessing multi-state diagnostic testing for BHS.

- BHS DNA collection and cataloging of hunter harvest and health assessment samples for population genetics and forensics casework. This has included assisting management and research efforts in providing genetic protocols, procedures, and cataloged genetic samples to research institutions for population level genetic analysis on Idaho’s core native BHS herds.

- Providing funding to support staff to manage the WHFL, as well as collaborative and multi-jurisdictional, inter-agency efforts that involve BHS in Idaho. These efforts have included the Governor’s BHS task force, as well as working with our partners at ISDA and other groups throughout Idaho.
• Providing a portion of the funding for building the new WHFL at the Department’s Eagle Campus. This new building allows all Department laboratories to be housed in the same location, which allows for more collaborative efforts and potential sharing of resources and ideas. In addition, this new building provides more space to enhance current diagnostic testing regimes for BHS and other critical species.

**Statutory Authority and/or Policy Issues:**
The Commission is authorized under Idaho Code 36-408 to release 2 special bighorn sheep tags; one issued through auction, one through lottery. Selection of the conservation organization to receive the tags to auction or for lottery is assigned to the Commission for bighorn sheep tags.

A qualification and selection process was implemented in 2010 to assure that these special tags are awarded in a credible and independent fashion. The qualification process also helps conservation groups submit competitive bids in a timely manner.

By Commission Rule, the bighorn sheep auction tag is valid in Hunt Area 11 during odd-numbered years (IDAPA 13.01.04.700.02) and the bighorn sheep lottery tag is valid in Hunt Area 11 during even-numbered years (IDAPA 13.01.04.800.02).

State statute [Idaho Code 36-408(5)(a)] specifies that net proceeds from sale of the auction tag shall be used for bighorn sheep research and management purposes. Moneys may not be used to transplant bighorn sheep into that portion of southwest Idaho south of the Snake River and west of U.S. Highway 93, nor for litigation or environmental impact statements involving bighorn sheep. No transplants of bighorn sheep accomplished with moneys raised pursuant to this subsection shall occur in any area until hearings are conducted in the area. Further, none of the proceeds generated from the auction of bighorn sheep tags may be used to purchase or acquire private property or federally-managed grazing permits, nor shall any proceeds generated be used for matching funds for the purchase of private property or the retirement or the acquisition of federally-managed grazing permits.

Net proceeds from the sale of tickets for the lottery tag drawing are directed by statute [Idaho Code 36-408(5)(b)] to be utilized by the Department to solve problems between bighorn sheep and domestic sheep, to solve problems between wildlife and domestic animals, or to improve relationships between sportsmen and private landowners.

**Public Involvement Process:**
Instructions for applying to auction or conduct a lottery for these special tags are posted on the Department website year-round. The application period for organizations interested in the opportunity to market the special auction and lottery tags closes 45 days before the July Commission meeting each year (Monday, June 11 in 2018). Applications for the opportunity to market the 2019 bighorn sheep tags were received from Idaho Wild Sheep Foundation (lottery tag), and Wild Sheep Foundation (auction tag).

**Justification:**
Commission action is required to release special bighorn sheep tags to conservation groups. The competitive bid process assures special tags are issued objectively and that maximum value is received for the tags to implement critical management programs.

Wild Sheep Foundation and Idaho Wild Sheep Foundation have a long history of conservation partnerships with the Department and successful marketing of these special Idaho bighorn sheep tags.
**Staff Recommendation:**
Staff recommends the Commission award the 2019 bighorn sheep auction tag to Wild Sheep Foundation and the 2019 bighorn sheep lottery tag to Idaho Wild Sheep Foundation.

**Suggested Motion:** That the Commission award the 2019 bighorn sheep auction tag to the Wild Sheep Foundation and the 2019 bighorn sheep lottery tag to the Idaho Wild Sheep Foundation.
(5) Special Game Tags. The commission is hereby authorized to issue two (2) special bighorn sheep tags per year.

(a) Auction bighorn sheep tag. One (1) special bighorn sheep tag shall be auctioned off by an incorporated nonprofit organization dedicated to wildlife conservation, selected by the commission. The tag shall be issued by the department of fish and game to the highest eligible bidder. No more than five percent (5%) of all proceeds for the tag may be retained by the organization. The tag to be issued pursuant to this subsection shall be taken from the nonresident bighorn sheep tag quota. The net proceeds shall be forwarded to the director for deposit in the fish and game expendable trust account and shall be used for bighorn sheep research and management purposes. Moneys raised pursuant to this subsection may not be used to transplant additional bighorn sheep into that portion of southwest Idaho south of the Snake River and west of U.S. highway no. 93, nor for litigation or environmental impact statements involving bighorn sheep. No transplants of bighorn sheep accomplished with moneys raised pursuant to this subsection shall occur in any area until hearings are conducted in the area. Provided however, that none of the proceeds generated from the auction of bighorn sheep tags pursuant to this paragraph be used to purchase or acquire private property or federally managed grazing permits, nor shall any proceeds generated be used for matching funds for the purchase of private property or the retirement or the acquisition of federally managed grazing permits.

(b) Lottery bighorn sheep tag. The commission is also authorized to issue one (1) special bighorn sheep tag which will be disposed of by lottery. The lottery permit can be marketed by the department of fish and game or a nonprofit organization dedicated to wildlife conservation selected by the commission. The tag will be issued by the department of fish and game to an eligible person drawn from the lottery provided in this subsection. No more than twenty-five percent (25%) of gross revenue can be retained for administrative costs by the organization. All net proceeds for the tag disposed of by lottery pursuant to this subsection shall be remitted to the department and deposited in the fish and game expendable trust account. Moneys in the account from the lottery bighorn sheep tag shall be utilized by the department in solving problems between bighorn sheep and domestic sheep, solving problems between wildlife and domestic animals or improving relationships between sportsmen and private landowners.
700. BIGHORN SHEEP AUCTION TAG.

**01. Eligibility.** In order to be eligible to bid on the bighorn sheep auction tag, a person must be eligible to purchase an Idaho hunting or combination license. (3-29-12)

**02. Validity of Tag.** The Bighorn Sheep Auction Tag shall be valid in Controlled Hunt Area 11 only during odd-numbered years and during even-numbered years when the Bighorn Sheep Lottery Tag holder chooses not to hunt in Controlled Hunt Area 11. (3-28-18)

**03. License and Controlled Hunt Tag.** (3-29-12)

a. A hunting license and controlled hunt tag will be provided to the successful bidder from the net proceeds of the auction. (4-7-11)

b. The successful bidder for the Bighorn Sheep Auction Tag must file a notarized affidavit within fifteen (15) days of the successful bid if the hunting license and tag are to be designated to another individual. (3-29-12)

**04. Application of Big Game Rules.** All rules governing the Taking of Big Game Animals, IDAPA 13.01.08, shall apply to the eligible and successful bidders other than as specified herein. (7-1-93)

a. No successful bidder shall be eligible to apply for a bighorn sheep controlled hunt tag the same year the bidder is issued a Bighorn Sheep Auction Tag. (3-29-12)

b. A person receiving a Bighorn Sheep Auction Tag, but who is unsuccessful in taking a bighorn sheep, shall be eligible to bid the following year for another Bighorn Sheep Auction Tag. (3-29-12)

c. A person successful in taking a bighorn sheep with a bighorn sheep tag shall be eligible to bid the following year. (3-29-12)

800. BIGHORN SHEEP LOTTERY TAG.

**01. Eligibility.** (7-1-93)

a. In order to win and be issued the Bighorn Sheep Lottery Tag, a person must be eligible to purchase an Idaho hunting or combination license. (4-7-11)

b. If any person wins the Bighorn Sheep Lottery Tag and has already been drawn for a bighorn sheep controlled hunt tag for the same year, the controlled hunt tag shall be returned to the Department and voided and the tag fees refunded. The lottery tag will be valid to hunt bighorn sheep that year. (4-7-11)

**02. Validity of Tag.** The Bighorn Sheep Lottery Tag shall be valid in Controlled Hunt Area 11 only during even-numbered years and during odd-numbered years when the Bighorn Sheep Auction Tag holder chooses not to hunt in Controlled Hunt Area 11. (3-28-18)

**03. Tag.** (3-29-12)

a. A hunting license (if needed) and a controlled hunt tag will be provided to the lottery tag winner from the net proceeds of the lottery. (3-29-12)

b. Lottery tickets are not transferable. The Bighorn Sheep Lottery Tag shall be issued to the person whose name appears on the winning ticket, and may not be transferred to another individual. (3-29-12)

**04. Application of Big Game Rules.** All Rules Governing the Taking of Big Game Animals shall apply to the eligible ticket purchasers and lottery tag winner, other than as specified herein. (7-1-93)

a. A person receiving a bighorn sheep lottery tag shall be eligible to purchase lottery tickets the following year for another bighorn sheep lottery tag. (3-30-01)

b. A person successful in taking a bighorn sheep with a bighorn sheep lottery tag shall be eligible to purchase lottery tickets the following year. (3-20-04)

c. Any person who wins a Bighorn Sheep Lottery Tag, and who is otherwise eligible to apply for a deer, elk or pronghorn controlled hunt tag and who has drawn such a tag, shall be allowed to hunt for those species during the same year the Bighorn Sheep Lottery Tag is valid. (3-29-12)